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NAECC NEWS

NAECC “Souper” Wednesday
Wednesday, October 5 | 5:30 - 6:30 pm | NAECC (Corner of Fifth & University)

Stop by the NAECC and join us for hot soup and fresh bread! Reserve your spot, call 764-494-4540 or email naecc@purdue.edu
Suited: Film Screening & Discussion  
Tuesday, September 27 | 6:30 - 8:30 pm | Krannert Auditorium

Suited tells the story of Bindle & Keep, a Brooklyn tailoring company that looks beyond the gender binary, creating custom-made suits for gender non-conforming and transgender clients. A modern, evolved look at gender through the conduit of clothing, this illuminating documentary elucidates the private and emotional experience that those who struggle with gender identity go through when it comes to fashion. With heart and optimism, Suited spotlights the intimate journey of coming into a new identity, accepting difference, and living bravely in one's own skin, underscoring the important message that one size truly doesn't fit all. Sponsored by the LGBTQ Center. Discussion will follow the screening. More information: http://www.hbo.com/documentaries/suited

Purdue University Dance Marathon LGBTQ + Student Alliance Team

The LGBTQ + Student Alliance will be entering a team in the Purdue University Dance Marathon. To join our team, follow this link. Click the button that says “Join a Team”. From there enter the team name “LGBTQ + Student Alliance”, select the team and follow the rest of the prompts. This event is a chance for everyone involved to raise money in support of Riley Children’s Hospital. Our team goal is set at $1500 but it would be great if we could surpass that. Registration is $30 which goes towards your personal and team goal and if you register before September 14th at 11:55 pm and use the code “DAYOFMIRACLES” you can get $10 off registration.

Dirty Little Secrets by Louis Carr
Saturday, October 1 | 7:00 pm | Fowler Hall, STEW

Motivational speaker, Mr. Louis Carr, President of Black Entertainment Television Media and Sales will be introducing his new book release: "Dirty Little Secrets". There will be a book signing after his presentation. This event will be at Fowler Hall and is free and open to the public. Please RSVP at http://tinyurl.com/LOUISCARR. http://louiscarrbook.com/
Dawn or Doom '16: Future Technology Risks and Rewards
Monday, October 3 and Tuesday, October 4 | STEW

In just its third year, Dawn or Doom has become one of the Midwest's largest tech conferences. And it's free and open to the public!

The full lineup of speakers includes more than a dozen Purdue faculty members who will be speaking on topics including artificial intelligence, robotics, virtual reality, tools for the “sharing economy,” and health hazards (or the lack thereof) found in things such as GMO foods and LEED buildings' plumbing. A full list of speakers for Dawn or Doom’16 is available here.

Dawn or Doom’16 also includes:

- An interactive art exhibit, “Interspace,” in the Ringel Gallery in Stewart Center
- Hands-on demos of the latest VR gear in the Envision Center (located between Stewart Center and the Purdue Memorial Union)
- An outdoor showing of the movie Jurassic World on the PMU lawn on Sunday, October 2 (BYO chair or blanket)
- A student writing contest, with a Dell laptop as the grand prize

Questions: contact the organizers at dawnordoom@purdue.edu. To register, click here.

---

Next Generation Activism: Tools To Level Up Your Social Change Game
Wednesday, October 5 | 6:00 - 7:30 pm | LCC

An Interactive Exploration of Intersectionality, Social Location, & Equity/Diversity/Inclusion. A workshop by Teatro Luna. Sponsored by the Latino Cultural Center, Division of Diversity and Inclusion, LGBTQ Center.

---

I Thought You Could See Me: A New Performance Experience
Thursday, October 6 | 8:00 - 9:30 pm | Mallet Theater, Pao Hall

Performance by Teatro Luna. Sponsored by the Division of Diversity and Inclusion, Latino Cultural Center and LGBTQ Center. For more information, call 765-494-2530
October is AAARCC-TOBER
AAARCC, 915 Fifth Street

Join the Asian American and Asian Resource and Cultural Center (AAARCC) in October for cultural events in their new home!

Monday, October 3 | 1:00 pm
**Indonesian Food & Dance** - Cultural cuisine and dance lessons! Hosted by the Indonesian Student Association

Tuesday, October 4 | 2:00 pm
**AAARCC Suggestion Box** - An open forum to contribute your ideas for AAARCC! You will also be able to learn how to make origami crafts!

Wednesday, October 5 | 3:00 pm
**Central Asian Immigrants and Migrants in the US: A New Story of Asian America** - A discussion of Central Asians and their role in Asian America. Hosted by Annagul Yaryyeva

For a full listing of AAARCC-TOBER events, [click here](http://www.kpcbfellows.com)

---

**PROGRAMS, INTERNSHIPS, EMPLOYMENT**

**Kleiner Perkins Caufield & Byers Fellows Program**

Application Deadline: September 30

The KPCB Fellows Program is a unique, career-defining opportunity for technical students who are interested in pursuing high technology, entrepreneurship, design and startups. With a portfolio of some of the fastest growing startups companies in Silicon Valley, the program matches students to companies like Coursera, Slack, Square, Airbnb, Pinterest, and Synack for summer work experiences. Additionally, this small cohort of Fellows will gain exclusive access to events and programming with the partners at Kleiner Perkins, CEO's and executives across a variety of our portfolio companies, and other talented KPCB Fellows.

To learn more and apply, you can visit [http://www.kpcbfellows.com](http://www.kpcbfellows.com)
Science Ambassador Scholarship
Application Deadline: December 11

A full tuition scholarship for a woman seeking an undergraduate degree in science, engineering, or math, funded by Cards Against Humanity.

The winner of the Science Ambassador Scholarship will receive full tuition coverage for up to four years. For more information, click here.

If you would like to include events and programs in the NAECC Newsletter, click here.
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